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A mode of impact ionization breakdown of a $p-n$ junction is suggested: We demonstrate that when a sufficiently sharp voltage ramp is applied in reverse direction to an initially unbiased equilibrium $p^+-n-n^+$ structure, after some delay the system will reach a high conductivity state via the propagation of a superfast impact ionization front. The front travels towards the anode with a velocity $v_f$ several times larger than the saturated drift velocity of electrons $v_d$ leaving a dense electron–hole plasma behind. The excitation of the superfast front corresponds to the transition from the common avalanche breakdown of a semiconductor structure to a collective mode of streamer-like breakdown. We propose that similar fronts can be excited not in layered structures but in bulk samples without $p-n$ junctions. Our numerical simulations apply to a Si structure with typical thickness of $W \sim 100 \mu m$ switched in series with a load $R \sim 100 \Omega$, with a voltage ramp of $A > 10^{12} V/s$ applied to the whole system. Our simulations show that first there is a delay of about 1 ns during which the voltage reaches a value of several kilovolts. Then, as the front is triggered, the voltage abruptly breaks down to several hundreds of volts within $\sim 100$ ps. This provides a voltage ramp of up to $2 \times 10^{13} V/s$ hence up to 10 times sharper than the externally applied ramp.

We unravel the source of initial carriers which trigger the front, explain the origin of the time delay in triggering the front, and we identify the mechanism of front propagation. © 2002 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1494113]

I. INTRODUCTION

Traveling front patterns are common nonlinear phenomena in various spatially extended systems far from equilibrium. In gases and solids exposed to a strong external electrical field, a conducting region might penetrate an essentially nonconducting region in the form of a field driven impact ionization front. The front is characterized by a space charge that screens the electric field from the highly ionized plasma region. Depending on the initial degree of ionization, on the polarity of the applied voltage, and on the importance of nonlocal ionization reactions, the ionization process takes place inside or in the vicinity of the screening front. The structure of the impact ionization front transverse to the direction of front propagation depends on the experimental setup, e.g., on the form of the electrodes and other outer boundaries, the voltage, etc. In long narrow glass tubes filled with gas, planar ionization fronts have been observed, whereas in many other discharges in gases or solids the ionization front propagates at the tip of a long and narrow highly conducting channel, the so-called streamer, and the propagation process is essentially three-dimensional. Ionization fronts of various shapes—plane fronts, finger-shaped streamers, concentric fronts in samples with Corbino geometry, etc.—have been observed in semiconductors, including bulk semiconductors, semiconductor films of different contact geometries, and layered structures of semiconductor devices.

In this article we deal with superfast impact ionization fronts in layered semiconductor structures that propagate many times faster than the saturated drift velocity of free carriers $v_d$ and create a dense electrically screened electron–hole plasma. The superfast front velocity indicates that the front propagation represents a collective phenomenon that makes this mode of impact ionization breakdown important from a fundamental point of view, and also provides the basis of numerous applications. This spectacular wavelike mode of the impact ionization breakdown of layered $p^+-n-n^+$ structures was discovered several decades ago. It underlies operation of well-known trapped plasma avalanche triggered transit diodes (TRAPATT) used as microwave generators. Later it was found that a similar wavelike breakdown can be achieved in much larger structures with kilovolt $p-n$ junctions and large ($\sim 10^{-2} \text{ cm}^2$) cross sections. For such structures, often coined as silicon avalanche sharpening diodes, the output power per pulse is by 4 orders of magnitude higher than for TRAPATT diodes ($10^7$ versus $10^5$ W), and the main applications are in pulse power
electronics. A TRAPATT diode is embedded in a microwave cavity and operated in a regime of periodic oscillations where the impact ionization fronts almost immediately follow each other, so that the nonequilibrium carriers from the previous front passage play an essential role in the excitation of the next front. In contrast, for power kilovolt structures the time interval between two subsequent front passages is large compared to the system relaxation time and each excitation of a front represents an independent event.

For the solitary front passage, the wavelike mode of impact ionization breakdown takes the simplest and hence the most fundamental form. Here we shall focus entirely on this solitary front-passage regime.

Superfast impact ionization fronts have been found experimentally in $p^+ - n - n^+$ structures with kilovolt $p-n$ junctions that initially are subject to a reverse bias $V_0$ which is closely below the voltage of stationary avalanche breakdown $U_{p-n}$. If the applied reverse voltage is further increased (for example, $V(t) = V_0 + A t$) with a sufficiently high rate $A$, the impact ionization starts near the $p^+$ layer, where the electrical field takes its maximal value, and develops into an impact ionization front that travels towards the $n^+$ layer with a velocity $v_f > v_s$. It leaves a dense electron-hole plasma behind with an electron concentration $N$ much higher than the doping level in the $n$ base $N_d$. The main purpose of this article is to demonstrate that the excitation of the superfast front generally corresponds to the transition from the common avalanche breakdown of a semiconductor structure to a collective mode of streamer-like breakdown and relate the impact ionization fronts in layered semiconductor structures to theoretical studies of streamer propagation in gases and solids.

Based on our results, we propose that superfast fronts can be excited not only in layered structures but also in bulk semiconductors.

The paper is organized as follows. After introducing the semiconductor structure and the physical model in Sec. II, in Sec. III we present results of numerical simulations for one typical set of parameters and describe the main stages of the superfast switching process. In Sec. IV we discuss problems of an unreflected use of the continuum approximation for the carrier densities and our strategy to avoid them. Section V deals with the question of how the switching process depends on the structure length and the voltage ramp applied to the device. In Sec. VI, we survey alternative sources of initial carriers that can trigger the front and discuss our results.

II. THE MODEL

The excitation of impact ionization fronts has been observed in experiments in the large family of Si, GaAs layered semiconductor structures. Here we shall concentrate on the basic case of a Si diode $p^+ - n - n^+$ structure with sharp $p^+ - n$ and $n - n^+$ transitions with the following typical parameters: the width of the $n$-base $W$ is 100 to 300 $\mu$m, the area $S$ of the cross section transverse to the direction of current is approximately 0.005 to 0.05 cm$^2$, the doping levels are $N_{d,n} \approx 10^{14}$ cm$^{-3}$ in the $n$-base, and $N_{n,d} \approx 10^{19} - 10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$ in the contact $p^+$ and $n^+$ layers, respectively. The device is connected to the voltage source $V(t)$ in series with the load resistance $R \approx 50$–100 $\Omega$ as sketched in Fig. 1, and is operated at room temperature. Note that we have chosen to put the $n^+$ contact on the left hand side at $z = 0$ in all figures and equations throughout the paper. This choice allows us to work with positive electrical fields for reverse bias.

The dynamics of charge carriers is described in the drift-diffusion approximation by the following standard set of continuity and transport equations:

$$\frac{\partial n}{\partial t} - \nabla \cdot \frac{J_n}{q} = G(n,p,|E|),$$

$$J_n = q v_n(|E|) \hat e_n + D_n \nabla n,$$

$$\frac{\partial p}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \frac{J_p}{q} = G(n,p,|E|),$$

$$J_p = q v_p(|E|) \hat e_p - D_p \nabla p,$$

together with the Poisson equation for the electric field

$$\nabla \cdot \mathbf{E} = \frac{q}{\epsilon \epsilon_0} [p - n + N_d(z) - N_a(z)],$$

$$\mathbf{E} = - \nabla \Phi, \quad \hat e = \frac{\mathbf{E}}{|\mathbf{E}|}.$$

Here $n$ and $p$ are concentrations of electrons and holes, respectively. $\Phi$ and $\mathbf{E}$ are electrical potential and field, $q > 0$ is the elementary charge, and $J_{n,p}$ are the current densities carried by electrons and holes, respectively. $\epsilon$ and $\epsilon_0$ are the permittivity of the material and the absolute permittivity, respectively. $D_{n,p}$ are the diffusion coefficients of electrons and holes. $N_d(z)$ and $N_a(z)$ are the concentration of donors and acceptors, respectively, which form the doping profile of the $p^+ - n - n^+$ structure along the $z$-direction.
We here assume that all processes are uniform in the directions orthogonal to the cathode–anode direction \( z \). We hence neglect transverse instabilities of a planar front and consider the problem in a one-dimensional approximation. Next, given the fact that physical processes relevant for the propagation of the ionization front develop in the bulk of the \( n \) base, we restrict our consideration to the \( n \)-base area \( 0<z<W \). We impose mixed boundary conditions for concentrations \( \partial_z n = 0 \), \( p = 0 \) at \( z = 0 \) and \( \partial_z p = 0 \), \( n = 0 \) at \( z = W \), that reflect the different effects of the contact \( p^+ \) and \( n^+ \) layers on electron and hole concentrations in the \( n \) base. Since \( N_{a,d}^p = N_a \), the voltage drop at the contact layers is also negligible.

We set the potential \( \Phi(t) = 0 \) for all times \( t \) and denote the voltage applied to the device with \( U(t) = \Phi(t,0) \) \( >0 \). This is related to the voltage \( V(t) > 0 \) of the power source by Kirchhoff’s equation

\[
V(t) = U(t) + RS J(t),
\]

where \( J(t) \) is the total (conductive and displacement) current density in the system that is conserved in space \( (\partial_z J = 0) \) in one-dimensional systems, \( S \) is the area of the cross section, and \( E = E_z \). Averaging Eq. (5) over the system length, we represent Eq. (4) as

\[
RC \frac{dU}{dt} = V(t) - U - \frac{RS}{W} \int_0^W [J_n(z,t) + J_p(z,t)] dz.
\]

The electrical fields relevant to the propagation of impact ionization fronts correspond to the interval \( 2 \times 10^5 – 4 \times 10^5 \) V/cm. In this interval the impact ionization coefficients [Eq. (11)] rapidly increase with electrical field. The field \( E_{\text{sat}} \approx 2 \times 10^5 \) V/cm can be considered as an effective threshold of the impact ionization. Since \( E_{\text{sat}} \ll E_z \), the drift velocities are saturated in the impact ionization region.

On a nanosecond time scale recombination can be neglected. Although the diffusion term is taken into account in the transport equations (1) and (2), the diffusion turns out to be negligible compared to the drift and has no impact on our results.

\[
\alpha_{ns} = 7.4 \times 10^5 \ \text{cm}^{-1}, \quad \alpha_{ps} = 7.25 \times 10^5 \ \text{cm}^{-1},
\]

\[
b_n = 1.1 \times 10^6 \ \text{V/cm}, \quad b_p = 2.2 \times 10^6 \ \text{V/cm}.
\]

For the numerical simulation a uniform space-time grid has been selected. The spatial discretization is based on a conservative formulation, in terms of fluxes describing the inflow and outflow over cells \([x – \Delta x/2, x + \Delta x/2]\), where \( \Delta x \) is the grid width in space. The number of grid points used in these simulations was of the order of several thousands both in time and space, to obtain sufficiently accurate numerical results. The diffusive fluxes have been approximated in a standard fashion with second order accuracy. For the convective fluxes a third order upwind biased formula has been chosen in order to reduce the numerical oscillations that are common with second order central fluxes. Time discretization is based on a second order backward differentiation formula. The temporal backward differentiation formula gives an implicit system that is solved at each time step. For reasons of accuracy the time step \( \Delta t \) is chosen small compared to \( \Delta x/v_d \), where \( v_d \) is the upper bound of the drift (convective) velocity, and with such small step size the implicit system can be solved by a straightforward functional iteration. Details on these spatial and temporal discretizations can be found in Ref. 46.
III. TRIGGERING AND PROPAGATION OF THE IMPACT IONIZATION FRONT

In this section we present numerical solutions of our model for a typical set of parameters: the width of the n base is taken to be $W=150 \mu m$, its doping levels are $N_d = 10^{14} \text{cm}^{-3}$ and $N_a = 0$, and its transverse area is $S = 0.02 \text{cm}^2$. The resistance of the load is $R = 50 \Omega$. The voltage ramp is $A = 2 \text{kV/ns}$, the initial voltage $V_0 = 0$. The cut-off at low concentrations is taken as $n_{\text{cut}} = p_{\text{cut}} = 10^6 \text{cm}^{-3}$.

The basic features of the numerical solution for these parameters are summarized in Fig. 2, which shows the voltage at the device $U(t)$ and the total current through the device $I(t) = S J(t)$. Up to the time $t = 1.5 \text{ns}$, the voltage $U(t)$ follows the increase of the applied voltage $V(t)$ and reaches the value $U \approx 3 \text{ kV}$, which exceeds the voltage of stationary breakdown $U_a \approx 1.7 \text{ kV}$ by a factor of nearly 2. Within the next approximately 230 ps, it drops to the residual voltage $U_a = 450 \text{ V}$, so that suddenly almost the complete $V(t)$ is applied to the external load $R$. The abrupt decay of $U(t)$ after $t \approx 1.5 \text{ ns}$ shows a “fine structure” at $t \approx 1.6 \text{ ns}$, reflecting a change in the internal breakdown dynamics. The average voltage drop $|dU/dt| \approx 10 \text{ kV/ns}$ during the switching indicates a substantial sharpening of the externally applied pulse $V(t)$.

In the following subsections we discuss the different stages of the internal dynamics that underlie this switching process. The corresponding spatial profiles at different time steps are shown in Fig. 3.

A. The latent stage [Fig. 3(a), $0 < t < 1.47 \text{ ns}$]

Initially the $n$ base is neutral since the major carriers (electrons) compensate the space charge of the donors: $n = N_d = 10^{14} \text{cm}^{-3}$. At room temperature, the concentration $p = N_T = 10^{15.6} \text{cm}^{-3}$ of the minor carriers (holes) is much lower than $N_d$ and can be neglected. As the voltage applied to the device increases, the homogeneously distributed electrons drift towards the $n^+$ contact where they are extracted from the $n$ base. The moving electron package leaves naked donors behind. Consequently, the device splits into a depleted region, which is free of major carriers, and a neutral region, where the major carriers are still present. The slope of the electrical field in the depleted region is determined by the space charge of naked donors: $dE/dz = q N_d / \varepsilon_0$. The electric field $E_0(t)$ in the neutral region is constant in space: $dE_0/dz = 0$. In the following, we will refer to the boundary between these two regions as to the extraction front. The velocity of the extraction front is the electron drift velocity $V_n(E_0)$ corresponding to the electrical field $E_0$ in the neutral layer. It is bounded from above by the saturated drift velocity $V_s$.

Although the maximum value of the electrical field that is reached at the right boundary, overcomes the effective threshold $E_0 = 2 \times 10^5 \text{ V/cm}$ of impact ionization is Si for $t > 1 \text{ ns}$, the ionization in the depleted region does not develop due to the absence of initial carriers. Rather, with an increase of the applied voltage a moderate impact ionization by electrons starts in the neutral region; despite the relatively low electrical field $E_0$, the ionization reaction develops due to the high electron concentration $n = N_d$. Although the total amount of generated free carriers is much smaller than $N_d$, a substantial concentration of holes $p \sim 10^{12} \text{cm}^{-3}$, much bigger than the thermal ionization $N_T$, is generated in the neu-

![Fig. 2](image1.png)

**FIG. 2.** Voltage at the structure $U(t)$ (solid line in the upper panel) and current $I(t) = S J(t)$ (in the lower panel) during the switching process. The dashed line in the upper panel denotes the externally applied voltage $V(t)$. The shown quantities are related through Ohm’s law $V = U + RI$. Parameters: $W=150 \mu m$, $S=0.02 \text{cm}^2$, $N_d = 10^{14} \text{cm}^{-3}$, $N_a = 0$, $V_0 = 0$, $A = 2.0 \text{kV/ns}$, $R = 50 \Omega$, and $n_{\text{cut}} = p_{\text{cut}} = 10^6 \text{cm}^{-3}$.

![Fig. 3](image2.png)

**FIG. 3.** The internal dynamics leading to the external characteristics of Fig. 2. Shown are the spatial profiles of the electrical field $E(x,t)$ and electron and hole concentrations $n(x,t)$, $p(x,t)$ in the $n$ base ($0 < z < W = 150 \mu m$) at different times: (a) propagation of the extraction front and impact ionization in the neutral layer at times $t = 0.6$, 1.0, 1.2, and 1.4 ns (curves 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively); (b) nucleation of electron–hole plasma and triggering of the impact ionization front at times $t = 1.47$, 1.49, and 1.54 ns (curves 1, 2, and 3); (c) propagation of the impact ionization front at $t = 1.59$, 1.63, and 1.66 ns (curves 1, 2, and 3); (d) final stage of the switching: collision of impact ionization and extraction fronts, curves 1, 2, and 3 correspond to $t = 1.68$, 1.70, and 1.73 ns, respectively. All parameters as in Fig. 2. We note that the scale of the hole density $p$ is a factor of $10^{-3}$ smaller (i.e., $10^{12} \text{cm}^{-3}$) in column a and that we nevertheless skip curve 1 in this panel, since the hole density at $t = 0.6 \text{ ns}$ vanishes even on this enlarged scale.
B. Triggering of the impact ionization front [Fig. 3(b), 1.47 ns < t < 1.60 ns]

As soon as drifting holes reach high electric fields in the depleted region, the impact ionization by holes becomes efficient [curve 4 on Fig. 3(a) shows the beginning of the avalanche multiplication in the depleted region]. The generated electrons and holes in the high field region then multiply further and eventually form the nucleus of an electron–hole plasma capable of screening the electrical field [cf. curve 2 in Fig. 3(b)]. Since the concentration of holes that initialize the impact ionization decreases towards the right, the multiplication process does not start exactly at the right boundary of the n base where the electric field is maximal. But within approximately 50 ps, the generated electron–hole plasma completely screens the electric field inside the nucleus. The charge generation by impact ionization continues on the left side of the nucleus where the field remains high, providing the basis for further expansion of the conducting region into the depletion region in the form of a propagating impact ionization front.

The screening of the electric field, which is due to the collective dynamics of electron and holes, is the central feature of the breakdown mode under consideration here. It makes this mode essentially different from the conventional avalanche scenario of impact ionization breakdown, where electrons and holes drift apart during the ionization process.

At the moment when the impact ionization front is triggered, the extraction front has not necessarily reached the n+ contact, and there can be a high concentration of electrons n \( \approx N_d \) at the left side of the n base. Therefore, in general, the impact ionization front and the extraction front can coexist in the system for some time.

C. Propagation of the impact ionization front [Fig. 3(c), 1.60 ns < t < 1.66 ns]

The third stage corresponds to the propagation of the impact ionization front whose velocity \( v_f \) exceeds the saturated drift velocity \( v_s \). For the parameters corresponding to Figs. 2 and 3 we obtain \( v_f \approx 5v_s \). The superfast front propagation is therefore a collective process not directly based on the drift motion of the individual carriers. The velocity \( v_f > v_s \) becomes possible due to the local multiplication of a small amount of mobile carriers present in the depleted region. These carriers are holes generated in the neutral region on the left that drift to the high field region on the right. The inner structure of the superfast front and the mechanism of its propagation are discussed in more detail in Sec. VI.

The current density and the maximum electric field increase as the front propagates. Consequently, the plasma concentration behind the front also increases. Since the front velocity is much higher than the saturated drift velocity, the concentration profiles in the plasma behind the front remain frozen. Due to the interaction with the external load the voltage at the device decreases with increase of the current.

As the front propagates, the electrical field at the right side of the system starts to increase again due to the separation of the generated electrons and holes near the p+n junction. Electrons move to the left and holes to right. This leads to the formation of a positively charged layer adjacent to the right boundary.

D. Collision of the impact ionization front and the extraction front [Fig. 3(d), 1.66 ns < t < 1.73 ns]

If all major carriers are removed from the system before the ionization front reaches the n+ contact, it continues to propagate up to the moment when the whole n base is filled with a dense electron–hole plasma. Otherwise the ionization front and the extraction front collide. After the collision the character of the process changes due to the presence of a high concentration of major carriers in the area with strong electrical field: the ionization front passage is essentially terminated and we observe a quasi-uniform impact ionization in the neutral area. As the concentration increases, the electrical field on the left side of the structure decreases [Fig. 3(d), curves 1, 2, and 3]. For the chosen set of parameters this stage is not very well pronounced, since the extraction front is close to the n+ layer at the moment of collision. However, the situation becomes different in longer structures as well as for an earlier start of the impact ionization front caused by a higher voltage ramp applied to the device. Regimes with and without collision are both possible depending on the n-base length W, the voltage ramp \( A \), and the initial bias \( V_0 \).

We should stress that generally the propagation of an ionization front generates a much higher concentration of free carriers than quasi-uniform breakdown. Indeed, during the fast propagation of an impact ionization front, a region of high electric field passes through the device and hence the ionization always develops in high electrical field. This results in high concentration of plasma behind the front. [A simple evaluation in the spirit of Ref. 22 gives \( N_d(v_f/v_s) \) as a lower bound for plasma concentration.] In contrast, for uniform breakdown an increase of concentration is immediately followed by a decrease of electrical field due to the coupling to the external load, and high concentrations never can be reached. Therefore the collision between the two fronts should be avoided in applications.

After the switching the voltage at the device exhibits small amplitude oscillations (see Fig. 2). These oscillations are due to a sequence of impact ionization breakdowns near the right boundary of the n base, in the vicinity of the p+n junction. The mechanism of these breakdowns is as follows. As we mentioned in Sec. III C the voltage at the reversely biased p+n junction starts to recover during the stage of front propagation. This happens due to the separation of electrons and holes near the p+n junction. Whereas electrons leave this area drifting to the left, holes that drift to the right are constantly supplied by the plasma region. This leads to the formation of a positively charged region at the right side of the n base. Due to the high concentration of holes \( p \approx N_d \), the slope of the electrical field \( dE/dz = q(p + N_d)/e \epsilon_0 \) in this region is orders of magnitude higher than in the depleted region. Thus the threshold of impact ioniza-
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tion $E_a$ at the right boundary can be reached again. As soon as it happens, an electron package, or an avalanche, is generated at the right boundary and the field again drops below the threshold. Due to the generated current pulse the voltage at the device decreases. The electrical field remains below the threshold during the drift of the electron package to the left. Then the field increases again and the next avalanche is generated. (This mechanism resembles the mechanism of IMPATT oscillations known in microwave electronics.)

This process is not sufficient for supporting the conduction state of the device and small amplitude oscillations are accompanied by a gradual increase of the average voltage.

**IV. APPLICABILITY OF THE CONTINUUM APPROXIMATION**

We have shown that in unbiased structures the front is triggered by holes which are generated in the neutral layer and then drift through the depleted layer to the $p^+$ contact, where the electrical field takes its maximum value. When modeling the triggering process in the continuum approximation, we face a crucial problem: the hole concentrations can be so small that the continuum approximation ceases to be valid. This problem manifests itself in the following artifact: impact ionization by electrons in the neutral layer generates holes with the unphysically small concentration $p \ll V^{-1}$, where $V$ is the system volume. This fraction of holes drift towards the $p^+$ contact where their concentration grows exponentially in the high electrical field, reaches the physically relevant level $p \gg V^{-1}$, and eventually triggers the propagation of the impact ionization front. Consequently, the simulations predict that the front is triggered by any concentration of free carriers generated in the neutral area, even if this concentration corresponds to a small fraction of a hole in the complete volume of the device. This result might be either quantitatively or qualitatively wrong: in the first case the front is predicted to start too early and therefore it propagates at a lower voltage. In the second case, impact ionization in the neutral area is in fact totally incapable of triggering the front because the electrical field is insufficient. Thus straightforward modeling in the framework of the continuum approximation might lead to qualitatively wrong results. Since the velocity of the superfast front depends only logarithmically on the background ionization level in the depleted region, such simulations give plausible results for the front velocity and the switching time, and the mistake is hard to detect.

To overcome this problem, we propose the modified generation term [Eq. (10)] which incorporates the cutoff of the ionization reaction for unphysically low concentrations. The threshold concentrations $n_{cut}$ and $p_{cut}$ approximate the limit of validity of the continuum approximation. To check the relevance of such an approach, we have studied how the solutions depend on $n_{cut}$ and $p_{cut}$. The example described in the previous section has been calculated for $n_{cut} = p_{cut} = 10^7 \text{ cm}^{-3}$, which corresponds to an average distance between carriers $\sim 10 \mu m$. In Fig. 4 this transient is shown again in curve 3, while curves 1, 2, and 4 show the same process, but with $n_{cut} = p_{cut} = 0, 10^6$, and $10^{10} \text{ cm}^{-3}$, respectively. Regardless of the cutoff level, the superfast switching remains qualitatively the same and the main phases of the process are the same. Quantitatively, however, for lower cutoff the switching process starts earlier, develops more slowly, and results in a higher residual voltage. All these effects are due to the earlier start of the impact ionization front that, in turn, leads to a slower propagation in a lower electrical field and a well-developed collision of ionization and extraction fronts. We conclude that although the continuum model is not able to provide accurate quantitative predictions, our results are essentially robust with respect to the cutoff level. In the case under consideration, the impact ionization in the neutral area is indeed sufficient for triggering the front.

In Fig. 5 we show the amount of holes generated in the neutral region as a function of the voltage ramp $\Delta V$ for different regimes. The hole concentration vanishes with decreasing $\Delta V$, especially in initially biased structures [Figs. 5(b) and 5(c)], and the corresponding triggering mechanism ceases to exist. One of the important implications of Fig. 5 is that the minimal physical model evaluated in this article is not able to describe the switching of impact ionization fronts for the conditions of the original experiments: long ($W > 200 \mu m$) and initially biased structures ($V_p > 400 \text{ V}$), and moderate voltage ramps $\Delta V \sim 1–2 \text{ kV/ns}$. Section VI contains a further discussion of this problem.

**V. DEPENDENCE ON THE STRUCTURE AND CIRCUIT PARAMETERS**

**A. Influence of the system length**

In Fig. 6(a), the transient $U(t)$ is shown for different system lengths $W = 50, 100, 150, 200, \text{ and } 250 \mu m$ (curves 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively). All other parameters are kept as in the basic example in Sec. III. With decrease of the system size the switching occurs earlier and develops faster. In shorter structures, the initial nucleus of electron–hole plasma becomes large compared to the system size $W$ and a substantial voltage drop takes place at the nucleation phase, whereas the stage of front propagation becomes less pronounced. As a result the finite structure of the $U(t)$ transient disappears, and the voltage at the device during the switching drops smoothly. Since the extraction front reaches the $n^+$ contact earlier, the ionization front and the extraction front do not collide. Rather the ionization front propagates over the whole length of the $n$ base. This fact, together with the higher av-

![FIG. 4. Voltage at the device $U(t)$ calculated for different cutoffs $n_{cut}$, $p_{cut} = 0, 10^6, 10^9,$ and $10^{10} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ (curves 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively). Curves 1 and 2 coincide within the accuracy of this graph. Other parameters as in Fig. 2.](image-url)
at the initial stage of front propagation even increases. As a result, the inflection of the \(U(t)\) dependence (curve 3) that corresponds to the transition from the nucleation stage to the front propagation stage, grows further (curve 4), and the dependence can even become nonmonotonic (curve 5).

The maximum voltage at the device increases almost linearly from 1.3 to 4 kV with system length. The voltage ramp during the switching \(|(dU/dt)_{\text{down}}|\) has its maximum value of 10 kV/ns for \(W = 100, 150 \mu\text{m}\). It decreases with both an increase and decrease of the system length to values of 8.9 and 7.4 kV/ns for \(W = 50\) and \(W = 250 \mu\text{m}\), respectively. In summary, shorter structures switch faster and have a lower residual voltage but commutate less power per pulse.

**B. Influence of the voltage ramp**

In Fig. 6(b) we present \(U(t)\) transients for different voltage ramps while all other parameters are kept as in the basic example. The maximum voltage at the device at the moment of switching is about \(\sim 2.8\) kV for all transients, whereas the delay time, the switching time, and the residual voltage are substantially different.

An increase of \(A\) leads to a higher electrical field and a more efficient generation of initial carriers in the neutral layer. The ionization front is triggered earlier. Then, unavoidably, ionization front and extraction front collide. As a result, the residual voltage increases and reaches \(\sim 800\) V for \(A = 4\) kV/ns [Fig. 6(b), curve 4].

A decrease of the voltage ramp \(A\) increases the delay of switching and ensures that the ionization front passes through the whole length of the \(n\) base, so that the residual voltage is low \(\sim 200\) V for \(A = 1.6\) kV/ns). However, with a further decrease of \(A\) we do not observe triggering any more since the electrical field in the neutral region region becomes too low to generate initial carriers.

**VI. DISCUSSION**

**A. An alternative source of initial carriers**

We have shown above in Secs. III A, III B, and IV that if the voltage ramp \(A\) applied to an initially unbiased structure is sufficiently large, impact ionization in the neutral region is the dominant source of initial carriers. The high density \(n \approx N_d\) of electrons in the neutral region generates even in low

---

**FIG. 5.** The maximum concentration of holes generated by impact ionization in the neutral area as a function of the applied voltage \(A\) for different initial biases \(V_0\) and system lengths \(W\). Panels (a), (b), and (c) correspond to the initial bias \(V_0 = 0, 400,\) and \(1000\) V, respectively. Curves 1, 2, 3, and 4 correspond to the system lengths \(W = 150, 200, 250,\) and \(300 \mu\text{m}\), respectively. Below the dashed line at \(p = 10^6 \text{ cm}^{-2}\) only few holes or fractions of holes are generated in the system (average distance between carriers \(\sim 100 \mu\text{m}\)). Above the dashed line at \(p = 10^9 \text{ cm}^{-2}\) the concentration of holes is presumably sufficient for deterministic triggering of the impact ionization front (average distance between carriers \(\sim 10 \mu\text{m}\)).

FIG. 6. (a) Voltage at the device \(U(t)\) during the switching process calculated for different \(n\)-base lengths \(W = 50, 100, 150, 200,\) and \(250 \mu\text{m}\) (curves 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively). (b) Voltage at the device \(U(t)\) during the switching process for different voltage ramps \(A = 1.6, 2.0, 2.6,\) and \(4.0\) kV/ns (curves 1, 2, 3, and 4). Other parameters as in Fig. 2.
fields a relatively high concentration of holes that will trigger the front after traveling through the \( n \) base. Hence triggering can be considered as a deterministic process. Its time delay is determined by the generation time of holes in the neutral region and their travel time through the \( n \) base. Our minimal model here appropriately captures the physical mechanism of the front triggering.

The behavior changes drastically when the applied voltage ramp \( A \) is decreased and the initial bias \( V_0 \) is increased. The electrical field in the neutral region then becomes too low to generate a sufficient amount of holes and the front triggering fails. In Fig. 5 we show the maximum concentration of holes generated in the neutral region.

It is remarkable, that this triggering mechanism turns out to be ineffective for the parameters corresponding to the original experiments:\textsuperscript{23–25} high initial bias \( V_0 \sim 600...1000 \text{ V} \), long \( n \) base length \( W \sim 220...250 \text{ \( \mu \text{m} \)} \) and moderate voltage ramps \( A \sim 1 \text{ kV/ns} \). This result is in agreement with analytical estimates\textsuperscript{47} but in contradiction with earlier numerical simulations\textsuperscript{28,48,49} which have been performed in the framework of the same drift–diffusion model [Eqs. (1), (2), and (3)], but without cutoffs for low concentrations in Eq. (10). The analysis of the triggering stage shows that the switching observed in Refs. 48 and 49 is unphysical and is due to the multiplication of too small concentrations of mobile carriers, that either appear due to impact ionization in the neutral region or are assumed to be present in the depleted layer due to the thermal generation. These concentrations correspond to fractions of electrons and holes and can not be captured in a continuum approximation, as discussed in Sec. V. The numerical solutions from Refs. 48 and 49 can not be reproduced for any meaningful cut off \( n_{\text{cut}}, p_{\text{cut}} \) in the generation term (10). Ref. 28 uses the same drift–diffusion model as Refs. 48 and 49, but it lacks information about the set of parameters used in simulations, and thus does not allow a comparison with our simulations.

This discrepancy with the experiments\textsuperscript{23–25} with initial bias indicates that another source of initial carriers becomes important. Thermal generation in the depleted layer can be excluded since the respective concentrations \( n_p \sim 10^6 \text{ cm}^{-3} \) (the estimate is based on the value \( J \sim 10^{-7} \text{ A/cm}^2 \) of the thermally generated current in a reversely biased structure\textsuperscript{23}) is too small and can not be captured within a continuum approximation. Thus the avalanche process would be stochastic and would therefore result in a local switching, but not in switching of the whole cross section of the device,\textsuperscript{50} in contrast to what is observed in experiments.\textsuperscript{23–25} An alternative source of initial carriers that could switch the device in a deterministic manner can be due to the standard manufacturing technology for such structures. Meanwhile this technology has been shown to have a side effect: it creates a specific type of process-induced deep level defects, coined as M-, U- and L-centers,\textsuperscript{51–54} with ionization energies 0.54, 0.28, and 0.34 eV, respectively, and concentrations up to \( 10^{14} \text{ cm}^{-3} \). An important feature of these centers is a strong asymmetry between electron and hole capture cross sections. Due to the low cross section of hole capture, these centers do not assist the recombination and hence do not influence the lifetime of nonequilibrium carriers: one of the most important characteristics of the material in device application. Therefore their presence in the sample is generally not controlled in fabrication, and is even widely unknown. We propose that tunneling ionization with assistance of these deep centers represents the most probable mechanism of deterministic switching of initially biased structures for low voltage ramps. The corresponding model is presently under investigation.

### B. Plane superfast fronts and finger-like streamers

The mechanism of superfast \((v_f>v_s)\) propagation of the plane ionization front in the layered structure is based on generation of electron–hole plasma by impact ionization followed by screening of the applied electrical field due to Maxwell relaxation. Due to the propagation of the front, the temporal sequence of plasma generation and screening becomes a spatial sequence. Fig. 7 shows the inner structure of the propagating front, the electric field profile, the concentration profiles, the generation term \( G \) [Eq. (10)], and the space charge of the mobile carriers are shown at some instant of time. On the left, the electrical field increases due to the space charge of naked donors, while the space charge of mobile carriers is negligible. The impact ionization wave consists of an impact ionization region \((G>0, \text{ see curve } 5)\) followed by a region of electric screening (see curve 4). The position of the screening region roughly coincides with the concentration front: the edge of the plasma region. In the presence of pre-ionization (a small amount of mobile carriers in the depleted layer), the edge of the plasma region can move faster than the drift velocity of the individual carriers due to the local multiplication of existing carriers.

This propagation mechanism as well as the inner structure of the superfast front are quite general. A similar mechanism underlies the propagation of finger-shaped streamers in pre-ionized gases and solids.\textsuperscript{6,7,10–12} Recently superfast
streamer fronts have also been found in numerical investigations of Corbino disks made from GaAs films.\textsuperscript{55,56} The essential ingredient for the formation of a superfast front in the presence of homogeneous pre-ionization is the spatial profile of the electrical field: the field that exceeds the threshold of impact ionization near the front should be below the threshold at a certain distance from the front. This provides a finite size of the “active zone,” where the impact ionization develops, and prevents a uniform blowup of the concentration in the whole sample.\textsuperscript{15,16,57} For finger-like streamers, such a field profile is due to the Coulomb decrease of the electrical field with increasing distance from the space charge located at the streamer tip.\textsuperscript{11,12} For radially symmetrical fronts in Corbino disks, the decrease of the electrical field $E \sim r^{-1}$ results from the geometry of the concentric two-dimensional sample.\textsuperscript{3} For the plane fronts studied here, the electrical field decreases linearly $(\text{d}E/\text{d}z = qN_d/\varepsilon_0)$ due to the space charge of the naked donors in the depleted layer. Hence the superfast ionization front in the $p^+ - n - n^+$ structure should be regarded as a plane streamer-like front propagating into a charged low-conducting layer.

C. Ionization fronts in bulk semiconductors

Our numerical simulations show that superfast impact ionization fronts, which traditionally have been triggered in initially biased $p^+ - n - n^+$ structures, in fact can be triggered successfully by applying the voltage ramp to an equilibrium structure without initial bias. This finding indicates a new possibility to trigger similar superfast fronts in bulk samples without any $p-n$ junction. Indeed, originally layered $p^+ - n - n^+$ structures have been used mainly because the $p^+ - n$ junction can support the initial voltage $V_0$. This ceases to be necessary when the device is operated without initial bias. Since all relevant processes develop inside the uniformly doped $n$ base, triggering and propagation of impact ionization front might be achieved in a bulk $n$-doped sample, as long as the contacts allow the extraction of electrons from the sample during the delay stage.

VII. SUMMARY

A sharp voltage ramp applied to an initially unbiased layered $p^+ - n - n^+$ structure can initialize the propagation of a superfast ionization front that switches the structure to the high conductivity state within fractions of nanoseconds. It turns out that such a breakdown develops qualitatively in the same way as it has been believed to develop in heavily biased structures in the solitary-front-passage regime. The reason for this similarity is the delay in triggering due to the absence of initial carriers in the high field region. During this delay, the major carriers can leave the $n$ base and form the depleted layer. Our findings indicate that similar planar ionization fronts can also be excited in plain bulk semiconductor samples without $p-n$ junctions.

In initially unbiased structures the front is triggered in a deterministic way by holes which, in turn, are generated by impact ionization in the neutral region of the structure during the delay stage. For increasing initial bias, this process eventually becomes inefficient. The minimal model, that takes only the band-to-band impact ionization into account, fails in this case. Impact ionization of deep impurity levels represents the most probable source of initial carriers in this regime.

The limits of the continuum approximation and the inherent presence of small densities of carrying molecules, together of their important role in triggering the front, make the continuous drift–diffusion model insufficient for accurate quantitative description of the process. In certain cases this problem can be overcome by introducing cutoffs for small concentrations in the generation term.

Superfast plane fronts in semiconductor structures belong to the same family of streamer-like fronts as finger-shaped streamers and plane streamer-like fronts in gases and solids in the presence of pre-ionization. The essential difference is that in layered doped structures, the front propagates not into a neutral but into a spatially charged depleted layer.
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The results of our simulations are not sensitive to boundary conditions.

We observe the same picture of front triggering and propagation even for planar geometry.